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GNOG is a short fun puzzle game that can be enjoyed by both adults and kids. There are 9 puzzles to play and they do get
slightly more difficult as you go. There is a type of zen like quality when playing and is very good if you want don't want
something overly complex. The visuals and music are a bit minimalistic but this gives it a lot of charm. The puzzles are very
straight forward and for the most part not too difficult. There are a couple of places where you may get stuck and not know
what to do but everything you need is provided to you via visual clues. The controls are easy to use. You can only use your
mouse to click on various objects and to interact with the environment. The only major downsides are that it is incredibly short
and the puzzles aren't hard. The game itself can be finished within an hour. It's a fun concept and I thoroughly enjoyed each
level but I can't help but feel there could have been more here.

I would likely recommend this game to younger players and anybody who is looking for a simple and calm experience.
However, if you are looking for a challenge, this game may not be for you.. This game was a total letdown. I expected more
from Galaxy Trail, but this was TERRIBLE! I don't understand why people support this load of hot garbage! Grapple Force
Rena is not a good game.
And here are my reasons why below.

-Well anyways, first of all, there is a LOT of really cringe-worthy Sonic Colors level dialogue, and really not-so-good inside
jokes, such as the One-Of-A-Kind Eggplant Statue that turns out to not really be one-of-a-kind, Rena thinking this Pirate
Penguin named Percyl would say "Shiver Me Timbers" when he does not. Honestly I could not stand this dialogue.

-There are many parts with practically unfair difficulty that does not feel like a very good game, and please don't just say "Git
Gud."

-The game is not very action packed. The combat is very boring and not really exhilarating at all. Even the game it takes from,
Mischief Makers, had better battles involving grappling and throwing.

-A TON OF PARTS make no sense at all, and I'm not talking about realism or anything, I'm talking about basic rules of a series
and internal consistency. In so many ways that makes it one of the worst games I've ever had the misfortune to play. And here's
some of the many ways how.

-Like at one part, Lueh reveals that he created the Bound Artifacts, but it's never mentioned why, even though he is a bad guy. I
mean exactly what would he have to gain for creating these strange powerful objects and just leaving them out for just anyone
to pick up and claim for themselves? Especially since he's apparently been doing it for a long while since Rena had her's since
she was a child. What was Lueh's intentions for doing this at all? This is kind of a big problem.

-Also a huge part in the game that is never explained. One of the worst parts.
Just when we are about to fight the Fairy Prince Arc, he is knocked aside by Lueh without a problem. And then when we would
either get to fight Lueh, or at least see what he's trying to accomplish, what I can only describe as a Diabolos Ex Machina
occurs.
Literally out of the blue, the red and black Missingno-like Glitch stuff appears out of nowhere, even surprising Lueh as for it is
not his doing at all, and then Lueh is then consumed by it. Then the stage has you having to escape the forest before the Glitch
stuff obliterates it completely.

This is one of the biggest asspulls in the game. There is literally no explanation of what the Glitch Stuff was, what caused it,
why, or anything, even though it happens twice in the game. It just..... happened. No reason or explanation or anything. Even at
the climax of the game where the Glitch Stuff happens again we are given no explanation or anything. The Glitch Stuff is one of
the biggest reasons why this game sucks so bad, it was a huge Asspull!
As quoted by TheMysteriousMrEnter once, "YOU CAN'T JUST HAVE THIS STUFF JUST HAPPEN OUT OF THE BLUE
BECAUSE.... PLOT. "

And on top of that, it both kept us from seeing what Lueh's whole evil plot was (which is kinda important that the viewers
know), and ruined not one, but two really awesome Boss Battles from occurring. Seriously, it's almost like Mettaton Neo or
something, We totally should've had a big awesome Boss Battle against Fairy Prince Arc and\/or Lueh! But no, we don't get that
and it pisses me off!
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-Another part, we find out the Hollow Creatures were created by this researcher guy named Artificer Joules who has a Bound
Artifact called The Forge which creates them. He is also working for the Archmage. But the problem with that big reveal it just
raises even further questions.

By that I mean if Joules created the Hollow Creatures, then how come they were also working for Hurgh, as well as Cesar
(another bad guy you encounter in the game)? The Archmage is understandable since Joules works for her, but Hurgh and Cesar
not only have no relation to Joules, but Joules clearly hates them both and even took them both captive to study their own Bound
Artifacts they own? And nobody else could've used the Forge to create more Hollow Creatures since as established in the game,
the Bound Artifacts only work for whichever person first triggered them (which in the Forge's case, is Joules). It makes no sense
for them to also take orders from Hurgh and Cesar then.

On top of that, does that mean Joules actually ordered the Hollow Creatures to attack the Glass Caves and the forest in the
earlier stages, or what? And if so, for what reason?

-The final stages also have so much stuff that makes no sense too.
Like in the final stages, the Fairies are shown now siding with this Human Kingdom and helping the Archmage. But this makes
no sense because previously in the Forest Stages, it was established that the Fairies hate humans. Also Prince Arc at this part
assists you to get his revenge on the Archmage, but this makes it even worse since why would the Fairies attack their own Prince
like that?!

And these characters like the Percyl and the Black Knight suddenly appear in them too, but in a place they have no reason to be
in at all.

I swear the plot holes in Grapple Force Rena turn into Plot Canyons. It's such a terrible game for these reasons. Yet people still
like this garbage? WHAT IS WRONG WITH YOU ALL, ARE YOU THAT BLIND?!

In a way, Grapple Force Rena seems to show the folly of a lot of indie devs. As long as they emulate what old-school stuff they
like gameplay wise, nothing else matters to these people. These Indie Devs can produce a totally lame games and will know it
sells because it's Indie and nostalgic, and if you say otherwise, "GIT GUD."

Ugh, well that's enough. Hopefully Galaxy Trail won't disappoint when they release Freedom Planet 2. I bet that one will be
worth my time and money. But not Grapple Force Rena.. it's like if Dwarf Fortress was a card game and was about destroying
another dwarf fortress

its really addictive and fun

its a lil bit simplistic but I love it a load. This game is pretty awesome. The graphics and monster designs are some of the best
ones i've seen in these VR games. Initially, some of the mechanics from the mobs were a bit unexpected, and you really need to
have awareness on sound cues. Dodging projectiles can make the legs of a lazy bum like myself hurt. You have a choice of 3
weapons, each with their own unique abilities and different kinds of shields (Sword and Shield, Pistol and Shotgun, Bow and
Arrow). You even get a lazer beam when you wield a sword! The later levels get proggresively more complicated, so your
reflexes need to be on point. Specially since you can hit the enemy projectiles to prevent any damage. It is still an early access
game, but over all the product is definitely worth buying if you like a challenge.

Multiplayer is not very common in oculus games overall, with a wait times of 5 mins +. But they do have a discord you can join
and set up some games.. This game is challenging. You start off weak and outnumbered, and it is unforgiving. You have to
balance having cash available to replace a lost ship, or quicksaving/loading if that is your thing, with having the best available
ships and equipment. Being unable to directly control any of the ships while in combat (you can't actually fliy the ships, just give
them targets/goals/waypoints) can be a pain, as can basic maneuvering at times. So while it is possible to juggle your fighters to
keep them alive, YOU WILL LOSE FIGHTERS. The skill system is not reversible, though you can get enough points to level
up your chosen specialization fully, so which specialization you choose matters as do which skills you get and when. I personally
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enjoy this game quite a bit, though I can understand how some people may be frustrated with the mechanics.. Very entertaining!
Could get tedious at times but the constant flow of zombies always keep you on edge. This is what Dead Frontier 2 could have
been. However, there are little things that gets annoying. A lot of the items can only be placed in specific areas and that is very
confusing. It would also be better if there are more zombie types. But overall, a great game!
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The logic is solid. I instantly got hooked by the gameplay. You really feel like you are head of some project. However its not
very progressive. Things got really simple after a short while and I completed the game within 5-6 hours of gameplay (I started
all over like 10 times without any frustration)

All in all, it was a breathless experience and I expect so much better in the future.

Advices: (some technical details that players should ignore this part)

There has to be back button when creating your agent team and there should be a replace option.
There are many features an agent is capable of but you can not perform all the treats effectively, and some of them really
unclear.
There should be much more staff to do in a country rather than simply hack / locate scientist / find weapons / recon /
investigate. I would like to see some cooperation possibility by the anti-government parties. (There can also be a global head
meetings like G meetings)
After effects of finding new sigma technologies are very poor. There has to be more options we can utilize succeeding a
technological development. For example astrological developments may enable satelite connections that also can enable many
other options. All the divisions should have feautures like those.
Romantic relations are really poor. Only they can demand some missions but we cant interact when wished.
Media can be included.
Much more drama and plot is needed.
The ending is a huge disappointment. I would like to see after effects in the world. How would governments and third parties
react? How would humanity react? And what would happen if I utilize the sigma for the bad? There has to be many alternatives.
I mean we are dealing with agents, international politics, a sigma technology that can change humanity once and for all. It can be
more complex than this.

Best regards,
M.. Yikes. This game looks like it could be great. However, I have some GLARING problems that I can't seem to overcome and
haven't yet found answers to. These are gameplay basics that just seem to get glossed over as if they are obvious. Well they may
be obvious to the developers, but to someone coming in from the dark, it doesn't make any sense at all!

Here's my 2 main complaints: 1. The tutorial is terrible. I tried to run the tutorial and it seems to jump through time and says
that I've completed tasks that it never showed me how to do! What a useless POS! So I quit the tutorial and decided to try the
game on my own. 2. The menus are HORRENDOUS at describing what they do. Specifically I can colonize planets left and
right, but they never build anything. The supplies they start with are insufficient to even build a metal mining sctructure which
would allow me to build other structures. SO I have to make haulers (transports, why not just call them transports??!!), but they
don't haul anything anywhere! The options for the haulers are crazily unhelpful. I give them commands but they never do
anything. So I'm stuck with planets that don't ever progress. Forget installing governers, they just go for the first structure in
their list and of course it is something that cannot be completed, so they just sit there building a space port for hundreds of
years.

I have tried to find answers to these problems, but there are none to be found. The ingame help only describes general game
concepts, and has no mention of how to navigate menus or which options have which effects. Wikis are similarly useless.

This game looks really good despite having useless diplomacy and NPCs that seem to always follow the same formula to
success.

Support this game a little better and consider tooltips ingame and you'll get a positive review from me. Don't try to make me
read your mind to understand how the game should operate. TELL ME how the game operates. Use your words! Nouns, verbs,
adjectives, and adverbs!

This has been a very frustrating experience... maybe I can find some playthroughs on youtube and learn by watching others. If
google is any indication, though, that information doesn't exist anywhere on youtube either.

I have found a Let's Try (play) that covers my trouble with planets not building anything. I will not be changing my review yet,
because it should be explained in the game or at least on the game's wikis, NOT by having to find other people playing the game
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on youtube and watching an entire video just to get some answers. Anyway, here's the video if you're having the same trouble I
am:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VqFzR8hVLqA. Great soundtrack full of chiptunes, but unfortunately little else about this
game is good. This game could and should be so much better but instead it feels like so much wasted potential.

The controls are terrible: You'll be sliding dramatically left and right even with the slightest press of the controls, as if the entire
game is covered in a thick sheet of ice. In a game where obstacles are often placed in rapid succession, this makes it almost
impossible to actually avoid everything. If you're lucky, you'll grind off the side of something and get bonus points. If you're
not, you'll bounce off of the very same thing and fly off the track, immediately ending the level.

The levels are procedurally generated in such a way that you can get a different track even when playing the same stage at a
different time, so while this adds some variety it also makes the game feel even more inconsistent. It feels like the the music
should be synced to the gameplay but it never is. This might be in part because the start-of-level animation also starts the music,
meaning you can skip up to 15 seconds of the song just by letting that play out.

There are plenty of smaller quirks that make the game feel unsatisfying and frustrating. If it detects a controller, you can't
interact with the game using keyboard and mouse at all; it will refuse to cooperate. When using keyboard and mouse, you have
to use the keyboard in the game but the mouse to navigate everything else: you can't use mouse controls like in Audiosurf and
there is no way to quickly replay a level or advance to the next without using the mouse. Smaller issues, such as an in-game
timer that always shows 0 tenths of a second, pale in comparison to the greater problems with this title.. This has been ported so
badly that it feels like EA published it.. A charming little game about an airship trying to rescue his spaceship girlfriend by
flying through all sorts of inconcievable situations. Clever inertia gameplay and loads of character.. Not sure if the floor is
wooden or not, but I know that the menu and lighting need resurrection.. Too easy, zero chalenge, no bosses... returned the
purchase after 15 minutes os play.. The question is, should you get TW Rome alexander? I say yes.

What you get is a fast paced sort of narrated campaign as alexander vs the persians and india. You will have few but elite troops
vs ever growing large armies and a short time span to conquer everything.
There is also a few challenging historical battles to win and some mods that require alexander. These mods expand upon the
somewhat lacking unit roster of the vanilla game. I really reccomend diadochi TW ( successor wars) mod.
IF you dont know if you should get it or not, if you are a fan of alexander then get it, if not then get it for the mods.

So here are pros/cons

Pros
+ play as alexander/macedonians vs large persian armies.
+ great music.
+ good modding community.
+ nice historical battles.
+ new units are cool.

cons
- few factions
- only 1 campaign
- campaign map is a bit small.
- you cant play as philip II of macedon.
- few skirmish battle factions.. Completed this game.
The cutscenes were NOT good [which I was looking forward to based on reviews]
the voice acting was OKAY,
the combat was BAD.

Maybe worth five bucks if you really like Watchmen.

Edit: 80% of my play time was being lost in same looking hallways in similar levels with identical enemies.
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